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Our Movie Story-Starters
* Weeks 1-5 (5 weeks):

Super-Hero Crime Solvers

*

Multiple alternative universes, or the shared multiverse, makes for many, many superheroes! But SHAZAM!
aren’t we all superheroes in our own lives? And…if the superheroes are amazing, aren’t they all Incredibles?
All of these superheroes can meet at the Superhero Summer Camp, where they discover several versions of
Spider-Man, Bat-man, Super-Woman and Elsa, Spider-Woman and Super-Man, among others …. Oh, boy.
But there are regular kids there, too, who haven’t been bitten by a spider or discovered their super-powers…yet.
So, when a conflict arises, such as a stolen particle accelerator, which means no one can go back home, then
everyone has to use whatever powers they have to solve the crime. Marvel-us!

* Weeks 6–9: (4 weeks)

Beneath the Surface

*

This story begins at the beach, along a deserted coastline, where a girl named Julie and a boy named Jake sit
at the water’s edge, arguing about appearances.
“You have to look beneath the surface of things, Jake! Things are not always what they seem...”
Just then, Julie notices something at the water’s edge. She reaches down and picks it up, saying “Hey! Look
at this pretty shell. Did you know that if you hold it to your ear, you can hear the ocean?” She holds it up to
her ear.
That’s when things change. Her face takes on an expression of surprise. Then she holds it out for Jake. “Jake,
it’s for you! It’s a shell-phone!”
“What?” Jake is startled. He takes the shell and puts it to his ear. “Hello???”. He listens, and he is positively
amazed. Then, he swallows hard, and carefully tells Julie: “Whoever this is, he wants you and I to…” his voice
trails off.
“TELL ME!” Julie screeches in excitement.
“Whoever called has asked you and me to meet with him and his friends because they need our help!...in the
ocean!...beneath the surface!”
*Week

10: Talent & Art Show

Artist,Cast/Backstage Crew Party!

Our final week of summer camp will be a celebration of all our talents & accomplishments, complete
with a gallery of our work, live performances, bloopers, screenings, and ice cream sundaes!
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